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ABSTRACT Virtualization technology, as a key technology in cloud computing, makes the virtual machine
placement (VMP) play an important role in improving the energy efficiency of data centers. In this paper,
an energy-aware algorithm named GATA is proposed for the VMP problem. It combines the genetic
algorithm with the tabu search algorithm. The goal is to obtain an optimal VMP scheme to achieve energy
efficiency while maximizing load balance among various resources. The algorithm is compared with two
meta-heuristic algorithms and a newly proposed algorithm that is based on ant colony algorithm. The
execution time of these algorithms is also discussed. The results show that the proposed algorithm is superior
to those methods mentioned above.

INDEX TERMS Genetic algorithm, power-aware, tabu search algorithm, virtual machine placement.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing [1] is a special form of distributed comput-
ing that introduces utility models to remotely provide scal-
able and measurable resources, and it is also the commercial
implementation of grid computing, parallel computing, and
distributed computing [2]. The cloud environment, compro-
mised of enormous inexpensive infrastructure that provides
an IT pool of resources as a service leased on an ‘‘on demand’’
basis [3]. Consumers always deem that the cloud computing
has the infinite computing and storage capabilities. They only
need to pay for their actual IT resources usage without taking
the management costs into account. Through the Internet,
they can also access the cloud service anywhere.

Data center [4] is defined as an special IT infrastruc-
ture which is responsible for placing IT resources cen-
trally, including servers, databases, network, communication
devices and software systems. With the development of cloud
computing technology, users’ demand for cloud resource also
increase. Therefore, cloud service providers such as Amazon
EC2 [5], Alibaba cloud and Google take measures such as
upgrading their hardware or increasing the number of servers.
The more physical nodes to be created, the more energy
will be consumed by the dada center. According to the U.S.
department of Energy, the data center of cloud accounts for
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1.5 of all U.S. energy consumption which increases at the
speed of 12 each year [6].

Low resource utilization is another major reason for the
energy inefficiency of data center [7]. Even if the workload
is low, such as 10% CPU utilization, the power consumed is
over 50% of the peak power. In order to effectively improve
the utilization of the cloud and resources, virtualization tech-
nology becomes indispensable [8]. It has many advantages
such as server consolidation [9], online migration [10], isola-
tion, high availability, flexible deployment and low manage-
ment overhead [11]. Virtualization brings a lot of solutions to
the energy management of cloud computing. For example,
at the data center level, virtualization technology can inte-
grate multiple virtual machines (VMs) into the same physical
machine through server consolidation and then shut down idle
physical machines (PMs) to save energy.

As an important component of resource allocation and
management in cloud computing, virtual machine place-
ment (VMP) problem [12], [13] aims to choose a suitable
physical machine for a virtual machine according to a cer-
tain method and strategy. With the premise of constraints
and restrictions, it can achieve resource efficient and reduce
energy consumption. And VMP is known as an NP-hard
problem which is always regarded as a bin-packing problem.

Although turning on fewer hosts can save energy. How-
ever, it is well known that if too many VMs are hosted
on the same host, although the resource utilization of
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the host increases, this also aggravates the competition of
resources. The response time of VMs to requests will increase
accordingly [14]. Conversely, hosting fewer VMs results in a
waste of resources. Therefore, in order to minimize energy
consumption, it is particularly important to reasonably allo-
cate the resources of the PM to the VM so as to improve the
overall resource utilization of the data center. In this paper,
the VMP problem is considered as a multi-dimensional bin-
packing problem which is also a multi-objective optimization
problem. The memory and CPU of a physical host are treated
as constraints. To reduce the energy consumption while maxi-
mizing the load balance of data center, a new algorithm com-
bines genetic algorithms (GA) and tabu search algorithms,
namely GATA, is proposed to determine the placement of
virtual machines. This algorithm regards the tabu search
algorithm as a mutation operator to improve the local search
ability of genetic algorithm. To illustrate the effectiveness
of this algorithm, it is compared with the existing virtual
machine placement algorithms, such as the traditional genetic
algorithm, the simulated annealing algorithm (SA) and a
newly proposed method which is an improved ACS-based
algorithm. The experimental results show that this method
can turn off unnecessary hosts as much as possible in a
short time based on energy-awareness and improve the load
balance of the data center.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work. The energy-aware model is built
in Section III and the GATA algorithm is described in
Section IV. Section V presents the experimental results and
compares with other methods. In Section VI, the paper is
concluded.

II. RELATED WORK
VMP has been proved as an NP-hard problem. In the tra-
ditional placement method, it is usually solved by a static
placement algorithm or a dynamic placement algorithm.
Verma et al. [15] proposed a static solution called CBPwhich
considers the positive correlation constraints between pro-
grams in order to ensure VMs are not deployed on a server
and verified it can reduce the possibility of the SLA violation.
Besides, he also developed three dynamic placement algo-
rithm namedmPP, iFFD and pMaP that are aim at minimizing
energy consumption, the operation of migration and the total
costs respectively in [16].

Most researches about VMs’ placement strategy are based
on the single objective optimization with a certain criterion.
Therefore, the optimal placement strategy obtained is only
an optimal solution subjects to this criterion. Obviously, it is
difficult to compare the optimal placement among these cri-
terions. An effective way is to consider multiple objectives
and make tradeoffs among them. Gao et al. [13] was com-
mitted to reducing both energy consumption and resource
wastage. Thus, a multi-objective ant colony system algo-
rithm is designed to obtain the Pareto set. Ibrahim et al. [17]
presented an adaptive genetic algorithm to achieve energy
efficient while considering the response time. Raju et al. [18]

proposed an algorithm called EAMOCA in the hybrid cloud,
which aimed to minimize execution time and energy con-
sumption while maximizing the resource utilization.

This problem is usually abstracted as bin-packing prob-
lem or solved by using heuristic algorithms such as genetic
algorithm, ant colony algorithm and simulated annealing
algorithm. In previous years, Gao et al. [13] proposed a
modified version of the ant colony system (ACS) algorithm
called VMPACS, which is designed to deal with the poten-
tial large solution space for large-scale data centers effec-
tively. Mi et al. [19] developed an online self-reconfiguration
approach, named GABA, which aims to find the opti-
mal reconfiguration policy based on genetic algorithm.
Srikantaiah et al. [20] studied the inter-relationship among
energy consumption, resource utilization and performance of
consolidated workloads. Then he regarded the consolidation
as a multi-dimensional bin-packing problem of allocating and
migrating workloads to achieve the optimal energy consump-
tion. Wu et al. [21] designed a Simulated Annealing based
algorithm which combined with the FFD method to solve the
problem of virtual machine placement.

In recent years, on the basis of the existing methods,
some new algorithms with specific goals were proposed.
Liu et al. [22] proposed an ACS-based approach named
OEMACS. In the process of ant colony search, the state tran-
sition criterion is established according to the bottleneck of
various resources from the perspective of global optimization.
Meanwhile, for the allocation scheme that fails to find a feasi-
ble solution, order exchange and migration local search tech-
niques are introduced, which turns an infeasible solution into
a feasible solution and then updates the optimal solution. The
energy consumption is greatly decreased and the utilization
of various resources is improved. Xin et al. [23] presented an
improved Knee Point-Driven Evolutionary Algorithm named
EEKnEA. It aimed to improve the performance of KnEA fur-
ther and an energy-efficient-oriented population initialization
strategy was used to obtain a higher quality initial population.
The experiment demonstrated that their method was able to
minimize energy consumption and maximize load balance,
resource utilization and robustness. Besides, reducing the
possibility of physical machine overload. Hong and Ge [24]
formulated the VMP problem as a combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem and designed a heuristic approach based on
an improved ant colony algorithm named GACA. Genetic
algorithm is used to optimize the calculation of pheromone
and support obtaining the global optimal solution with high
convergence speed.

In general, the multi-objective optimization problem is a
contradiction between each sub-objective. The improvement
of a sub-objective may cause others’ performance degrada-
tion. And it is impossible to achieve the optimal value simul-
taneously. An efficient way is to coordinate and compromise
among them so that each sub-objective can be optimized as
much as possible. For example, it is well known that turning
off idle physical hosts is a simple and effective way to save
energy. But it will increase the resource competition of other
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servers, it may thus cause them to consume more energy
and degrade their performance. An effective method should
consider tradeoffs among all these sub-objectives.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODEL FORMULATION
In a cloud environment, there is a resource pool consisting
of many physical hosts which are all fully virtualized. And it
is assumed that all hosts are homogeneous and each of them
contains a certain number of VMs which are heterogeneous.
The problem of VMP can be regarded as a two-dimensional
bin-packing problem. The bin represents a physical host
which has variable length and width. And the items are the
VMs to be deployed. The width of the bin is the host’s mem-
ory, and the length of the bin represents the host’s utilization
of CPU. If a host contains multiple VMs, it can be deemed
that the host’s memory and CPU utilization as the sum of
these VMs. For example, if the CPU utilization and memory
of two virtual machines on a physical host are (10, 2) and
(20, 3) respectively, then it can be considered that the CPU
utilization of the physical host is 30% and the memory size is
5GB at this time.

A. VM PLACEMENT
The problem of VMP in the cloud computing can be briefly
described as follows:

1) V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} is the set of virtual machines to be
deployed. n is the number of VMs. Each element in the set is
a virtual machine, where vi = {ri, ci} are the memory size and
the CPU utilization of the ith virtual machine respectively.

2) H = {h1, h2, ..., hm} is the set of destination hosts. m is
the amount of PMs. Each element in the set is a physical host,
where hj = {Rj,Cj}. Rj and Cj are the memory size and CPU
utilization of jth physical host respectively.

3) The objective is to find a subset of H called H ′ which
is represented as H ′ = {h′1, h

′

2, ..., h
′
m}. And it is necessary to

find a map f : V → H ′ that should not only meet the resource
requirements of VMs, but also increase the amount of idle
physical hosts so that the energy consumption can be reduced.
At the same time, the map should also ensure that the total
requirements of the VMs do not exceed the capacity of the
physical host it deployed.

Figure 1 shows three possibilities for resource utilization.
Figure 1(a) illustrates that three virtual machines are currently
deployed on a physical host. It can be seen that there is a large
amount of space left due to the unreasonable deployment.
Figure 1(b) is another case where the memory of the physical
host is not fully utilized. Figure 1(c) shows the purpose of
the proposed method in this paper, that is, improve the energy
efficient through reasonable deployment so that resources can
be fully utilized.

B. POWER CONSUMPTION MODELING
The energy consumption of a physical host consists of idle
energy consumption, CPU energy consumption, memory
energy consumption, hard disk energy consumption, net-
work energy consumption and other system components.

FIGURE 1. Resource utilization.

Most literatures have demonstrated that the energy con-
sumption of CPU is the largest contributor to the energy
consumption of a system, and the relationship between the
energy consumption of a physical host and the utilization of
CPU can be expressed linearly [25]. In the experiment, each
physical host is divided into three states which can be pre-
sented as Ebusyj , E idlej and Eoffj . And the energy consumption
model proposed in [26] is also applicable to the experimental
environment of this paper. Therefore, the energy consumption
of j th physical host can be calculated as:

Ej =

{
(Ebusyj − E idlej )× Uj + E idlej Uj > 0

Eoffj otherwise
(1)

where Ebusyj and E idlej are the average measured power con-
sumption of the jth host when it is idle and the CPU utilization
reaches 80%. The values of them are assumed to 215 and
162Watt in the simulation experiments according to the [13].
Since each host in the data center is assumed to be homoge-
neous, these values are same among servers. Eoffj represents
the energy consumption of the jth server when it is shut down,
with the value of 0. Uj represents the CPU utilization of the
jth host, which is equal to the sum of the CPU utilization
of all VMs deployed on that server. It can be formalized as:
Uj =

∑n
i=1 XijCi. Xij is a binary number and it is set to 1 if

the ith VM is placed on jth PM. If there are no VMs placed
on the jth PM, then Xij is set to 0. Ci is the CPU utilization of
the ith VM.
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C. LOAD BALANCE MODELING
The purpose of load balancing is to ensure that the resources
of each physical host are effectively allocated and equi-
tably used so as to meet the user’s QoS requirements [19].
In order to avoid excessive resource competition among vir-
tual machines on the same host, Lj is used to denote the
distance between the resource demand of the jth PM and the
resource threshold of the jth PM. Lj can be calculated as:

Lj =

√((
Uj − TC

)2
+
(
Rj − TR

)2) (2)

where Rj is the memory utilization of the jth host, which
is equal to the sum of the memory utilization of all VMs
deployed on that host’s. It can be formalized as: Rj =∑n

i=1 Xijri. ri is the memory utilization of the ith VM.
The CPU and memory thresholds for each host are set as
TC and TR. These two values are usually set to 80 and
100 respectively according to the research in [27]. The
smaller the value of Lj, the more reasonable the allocation
of resources on PM j.

D. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Based on the previous analysis, the optimization model of the
VMP problem can be described as:

Minimize:

E =
m∑
j=1

Ej (3)

L =
m∑
j=1

Lj (4)

Subject to:

m∑
j=1

Xij = 1 ∀i ∈ V ,∀j ∈ H (5)

n∑
i=1

ciXij ≤ TC × yj ∀i ∈ V ,∀j ∈ H (6)

n∑
i=1

riXij ≤ TR × yj ∀i ∈ V ,∀j ∈ H (7)

yi,Xij ∈ {0, 1} (8)

Constraint (6) and (7) ensure the capacity of each host is
not exceed their thresholds. yj is a binary number which rep-
resents whether a host is in use or not. It can be calculated as:

yj =

{
0

∑n

i=1
Xij = 0

1 otherwise
(9)

As mentioned in the above, VMP is a process of mapping
n VMs to m PMs. Therefore, there will be mn possible map-
pings. It is necessary to design an algorithm which can obtain
the optimal solution of placement and is able to solve this
multi-objective problem.

IV. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED
GTBA ALGORITHM
The algorithm proposed to solve the problems formulated
in Section III is mainly based on a genetic algorithm. The
genetic algorithm is a random search optimization algorithm
based on biological evolution and molecular genetics. It is
selforganizing, adaptive and learning. However, the tradi-
tional genetic algorithm has the disadvantages of ‘‘prema-
ture’’. Tabu search algorithm employs an individual serial
search method to record the trajectory of searching and
guides the search direction by setting a tabu table to prevent
‘‘inbreeding’’, maintains the diversity of the population and
overcomes the defect of ‘‘premature convergence.’’ There-
fore, the local searching ability of the GA can be improved by
converting the tabu search algorithm into a mutation operator
to search for the optimal solution.

The pseudocode of the proposed GATA algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1. The algorithm works as follows:
In the initialization phase, the parameters involved in the
genetic algorithm and the tabu search algorithm are set.
The VMP problem to be solved is encoded by real-coding
and the fitness of the initial population is evaluated. Dur-
ing iterative phase, individuals are selected, crossed, and
mutated. For the mutation operation, a tabu search operation
is performed, the candidate solution is generated from the
neighborhood of the solution. Moreover, the local search
ability is improved according to the aspiration criteria. After
each iteration, the minimum number of hosts obtained by the
current generation is passed to the next iteration as the number
of hosts. When the genetic algorithm reaches the number of
iterations, the global optimal solution will be obtained as the
final placement scheme.

A. ENCODING
An equal-length real-coding is used to represent a placement
scheme which is also known as an individual in a group.
The terms ‘‘physical machine’’ and ‘‘host’’ will be used
interchangeably in this paper. The order of the numbers of
the physical machines loaded by each virtual machine vi
constitutes the chromosome’s coding of the problem. For
example, 23421124, represents a placement scheme. It indi-
cates that the first, the fourth and the seventh virtual machine
are deployed on the second host. The second is deployed
on the third host. The third and the last virtual machines
are deployed on the fourth host. The fifth and sixth virtual
machines are deployed on the first host. The initial population
can be generated by the random arrangement from 1 to m
where m is the number of the physical machine. The number
of hosts used for the optimal solution is set as mmin. In the
initial stage, since the optimal solution is unknown, it is
assumed that n = m = mmin. In other words, the worst
solution in the initial stage is to place n virtual machines
on n hosts with one VM mapping to one PM. In addition,
from the individual’s chromosome encoding string, it can
be easily counted how many physical hosts are utilized in
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Algorithm 1 GATA
Input: The number of VMs n and minimal physical

hosts mmin that are same initially, Parameters
required in GATA

Output: The optimal placement scheme of VMs based
on energy-aware

1 /∗Initialization∗/
2 Set values of parameter:
3 pc,pm,pop_size,chrome_length,iteration,tabuLen,tsGen,
neighbourLen

4 /∗Generate the initial population∗/
5 population←
geneEnconding(pop_size, chrome_length)

6 /∗Evaluate each individual generated in the initial
population∗/

7 calFitVal(pop_size, population)
8 /∗Iterative loop∗/
9 for i = 0→ iteration do

10 /∗Select individuals ∗/
11 Adapt the Roulette Wheel choice to remain

individuals
12 se← selection(pop_size, population)
13 /∗Crossover operation∗/
14 Select individuals according to the crossover rate
15 Adapt the Two-point crossover to remain

individuals
16 cro← crossover(pop_size, pc, se)
17 /∗Mutation operation∗/
18 Select individuals according to the mutation rate
19 Transform the tabu search algorithm into a mutation

operator
20 mu← mutation(pop_size, pm, cro)
21 Compute the fitness of the mutation individual as an

asp
22 asp← calFitVal(pop_size,mu)
23 Perform the tabu search algorithm for a mutation
24 /∗Tabu Search operation∗/
25 for j = 0→ tsGen do
26 for k = 0→ neighbourLen do
27 newPopulation← tabuSearch(mu, asp)
28 bestNeighbour ←
29 sortNeighbour(newPopulation)
30 end
31 end
32 /∗update mmin∗/
33 mmin← countNumber(bestNeighbour)
34 i← i+ 1
35 end
36 Evaluate the fitness of the population after iterations

and obtain the optimal placement scheme.

a placement scheme. Therefore, it is feasible to solve this
problem by using genetic algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates this
placement scenario.

FIGURE 2. VM Placement.

B. FITNESS CALCULATION
In the genetic algorithm, the fitness of individuals are used to
evaluate the degree of individual fitness, so as to determine
their possibility of inheritance. Due to limitations of the host’s
CPU utilization and memory thresholds, the penalty function
is used to efficiently accelerate the process of searching to the
optimal. To efficiently eliminate the unsatisfactory solution,
for the placement where the CPU utilization or the memory
utilization exceeds its thresholds, the penalty value is set to
ensure this individual has very little chance to be selected
and it is a constant with a value of 50. Therefore, the punish
function can be calculated as:

Fpunish_j =

{
50 Uj > TC ∨ Rj > TR
0 otherwise

(10)

In the objective function, it is considered that the energy
consumption and the resource utilization of the data center
are equally important. Therefore, the product of them is used
as the objective function’s value of the lth chromosomewhich
is defined as:

fl = E × L (11)

In this paper, the objective function is a non-negative value,
and is based on the minimum value of the function as the opti-
mization goal, so the fitness function of the lth chromosome
is defined as:

Ffitness_l = Cmax − fl − n× Fpunish_j × Fpunish_j (12)

where Cmax can be calculated as: Cmax = n×s2. The value of
Cmax is changeable which is depend on the number of VMs.
The larger the number of VMs, the larger the value of Cmax . s
is a constant with value of 100 and it is obtained throughmany
experiments of different scales. Its function is to guarantee
that the fitness function always takes a non-negative value
and it can ensure that the smaller the objective function value
is, the greater its fitness will be. Ffitness_l is the fitness of lth
chromosome in a iteration where 1 ≤ l ≤ N , and N is the
number of chromosomes in this iteration.

C. THE SELECT OPERATOR
The main purpose of selection operator is to avoid gene
deletion, improve global convergence and computational effi-
ciency. In this paper, the Roulette Wheel choice is adopted to
remain the best fitness individual which will appear in the
next generation as much as possible. Although the selection
error of this method is large, sometimes the individual with
higher fitness may even not be selected, it is still a commonly
used selection operator. The probability Pl of the individual l
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is selected as:

Pl =
Ffitness_l∑N
l=1 Ffitness_l

(13)

Next, the crossover operation is performed to increase the
diversity of a population, which is described in the next
subsection.

D. THE CROSSOVER OPERATOR
Crossover operators in genetic algorithms are used to gener-
ate new individuals. A pair for individuals whose crossover
rate are less than the set value are chosen and two-point
crossover is carried out which is shown in Figure 3. Genes
on each locus of two paired individuals are exchanged at
the same crossover probability to form two new individuals.
Specifically, two positions pos1, pos2, are randomly selected
on the chromosome as cross points, and then the portions
between the two chromosomes pos1 and pos2 are exchanged.

FIGURE 3. Two-point crossover.

E. THE MUTATION OPERATOR
The mutation operation is a method to prevent the algorithm
from premature. However, genetic algorithm is easy to fall
into local optimum when solving. In addition, the conver-
gence speed is slow and the efficiency of searching is low.
Therefore, the tabu search algorithm is transformed into
a mutation operator to improve the local search ability of
genetic algorithm. The operation process is as follows:
Step 1: Set parameters of the tabu search algorithm. The

chromosome which meets the mutation condition is regarded
as the initial solution of the tabu search. The value of the
fitness generated by this solution is taken as the aspiration
criterion and this solution is regarded as Sgb. The tabu table
has its length and it is empty initially.
Step 2: Determine whether the tabu search achieves the

maximum number of its iterations. If so, the algorithm is

terminated and the optimization result is obtained. Otherwise,
continue with the following steps.
Step 3: Perform tabu search for the selected chromosome

which firstly generates some of its neighbors. In this paper,
two genes of a chromosome are randomly selected, and the
positions of these two genes pos1, pos2 are exchanged. Then
this chromosome can be viewed as a neighbor.
Step 4: Sort neighbors according to their fitness and

then choose those neighbors with high fitness as candidate
solutions. In particularly, the number of candidate solutions
should less than the number of neighbors.
Step 5: Select the chromosome with the highest fitness

in candidate solutions. Then judging whether its fitness is
higher than the aspiration criterion. If it is true, then no matter
whether it is in tabu table, the Sgb is replaced with this chro-
mosome. If the tabu table is not full, then this chromosome
can be added directly. Otherwise, this chromosome is put into
the tabu table according to FIFO criterion which replaces the
chromosome that first entered the tabu table. Then it goes to
step 7. Otherwise, continuing with the following steps.
Step 6: Choose the best chromosome in the candidate

solution which is not in tabu table as current solution if the
aspiration criterion is not satisfied. At the same time, if the
tabu table is not full, then this chromosome can be added
directly. Otherwise, the corresponding placement of the can-
didate chromosome is used to replace the placement that first
entered the tabu table according to the FIFO criterion.
Step 7: Return to step 2.
Step 8: Return a new population to the selection operation

after performing the above operations on all chromosomes
involved in the mutation.

When the algorithm finishes, the individual fitness within
the population is evaluated and the placement of VMs with
the highest fitness is selected.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, a series of simulation experiments are con-
ducted on the proposed GATA algorithm from the aspects of
the energy consumption, the load balance and the execution
time of the placement scheme. The experimental results are
compared with the simulated annealing algorithm (SA) pro-
posed in [21], the traditional genetic algorithm and a newly
proposed algorithm based on ant colony algorithm [22].

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the experiment, the implementations of all algorithms
were written in Python and ran on a PC which has an Intel
Core i7-8750H processor with 2.2GHz CPU and 8 GB of
RAM usable. Besides, the programs for the proposed algo-
rithm were coded in Python and its operating environment
is PyCharm 3.3. The operating system is Windows10. Using
real workload to do experiments is extremely significant for
VM placement. In this paper, Google Cluster Data (GCD)
dataset which provides traces over a 29 days period in
May 2011 [28] is adopted. The GCD workload comprises
672003 jobs, each with one or more tasks. To create the CPU
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and the memory utilization of VMs, the tasks of each job are
aggregated by summing their CPU and memory consumption
every five minutes in a period of 24 hours. n VMs with
CPU and memory utilization less than their threshold value
are filtered out from these jobs. Those VMs are used to be
deployed.

TABLE 1. Parameters of genetic algorithm in GATA.

In GATA, because of the combination of tabu search algo-
rithm, the setting and combination of multiple parameters in
these two algorithms have various effects on the experimental
results. Through a large number of experiments on different
scales, the final parameters were determined. For parameters
related to the genetic algorithm in the proposed algorithm,
it is shown in Table 1. The population size is 20. The rate
of crossover and mutation is 0.8 and 0.2 respectively. The
chromo_length is equal to the number of VMs and its iteration
is 30. For parameters related to tabu search algorithm in the
proposed algorithm, it is shown in Table 2. The neighbor
size is 20 and the iteration of tabu search is 15. The length
of tabu table is set to

√
n according to experience, n is the

number of VMs. And the aspiration criterion is determined by
the fitness of the optimal placement strategy in all iterations
which is changeable. In addition, the initial population is
generated randomly and it is assumed that physical hosts in
the data center are homogeneous. The upper bound of CPU
utilization and memory utilization are set as 80 and 100 to
avoid resource competition according to [27]. Furthermore,
the setting of each parameter in the SA algorithm is the same
as those in [21].

TABLE 2. Parameters of tabu search algorithm in GATA.

B. EVALUATION OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE PLACEMENT
OF TWO-DIMENSION PACKING
Obviously, the size of the VMP problem varies with the
number of VMs and PMs. Specifically, the amount of VMs
are 10, 30, 50, 100 and 200 in the experiment. In the initial
stage, the amounts of VMs is assumed to be equal to the
amounts of PMs. And in the worst case, the upper bound of
PMs should not exceed the amounts of VMs.

Table 3 lists the results of the proposed algorithm com-
pared with two heuristic algorithms GA, SA and an improved
algorithm based on ant colony algorithm named OEMACS.
The first column of the table is the scale of the problem.
The third column of the table corresponds to the sum of
load balance of each placement strategy. The load balance
improved by GATA compared with other algorithms is shown

in the last column. Taking GA as an example, the value of
improved load balance can be calculated as:

LI = (1− L_GATA/L_GA)× 100% (14)

where L_GATA and L_GA represent the value of load balance
of GATA and GA respectively. For each algorithm, it was
performed 20 times and the average value was taken as the
final result.

TABLE 3. Comparison results of GATA with two evolution algorithms
of load balance.

From Table 3, it is obvious that compared with these
heuristic algorithms, GATA has the lowest value of load
balance which means that this kind of allocation scheme can
make the resource allocation more reasonable so that it can
avoid excessive resource wastage. For example, hostA’s cpu
utilization is 70 and its memory utilization is 10, hostB’s cpu
utilization and its memory utilization are all 40. Then hostA’s
load balance is 90.5 and hostB’s load balance is 84.8 accord-
ing to the Equation (2). It is obvious that hostA’s cpu resource
is close to its threshold while its memory resource has large
free space. This type of allocation is not desirable, so it has
higher load balance value. In contrary, the other host has
enough space to response new requests, so it is more likely
to be selected. Here, the load balance of all hosts in the data
center is taken into considered instead of one.

Energy consumption is also an objective in this paper.
According to Equation (1), it can be known that if the number
of hosts obtained by the optimal solution of any two algo-
rithms is equal, then their energy consumption will also be
the same. Lower power consumption means fewer hosts are
active in the data center. The energy consumption of these
algorithms is shown in Table 4 under different problem scales.
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TABLE 4. Comparision results of GATA with three evolution algorithms
of energy consumption(W).

From Table 4, it can be found that the energy consumption
is proportional to the number of VMs. However, for algo-
rithms with the same energy consumption when the problem
scale is small such as 10×10, their load balances are different
in Table 3. And this issue has also been discussed above.
For different energy consumption of the same problem scale,
GATA always gets the lowest energy consumption with the
lowest load balance value compared with the other three
algorithms.

As the problem size increases, the execution time of each
algorithm also changes accordingly. Figure 4 shows the exe-
cution time of these algorithms to obtain the final deployment
solution.

FIGURE 4. Execution time.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the execution time of each
algorithm is proportional to the size of the problem. And it
is obviously that among the changes in the slope of these
curves, the growth rate of OEMACS is significantly faster
than the other three algorithms. The reason behind this is that
at the end of each iteration of OEMACS, the order exchange
and migration local search are innovatively introduced. This
avoids the algorithm falling into the local optimal solution
and turning an infeasible solution into a feasible solution,
but it also increases the number of searches, resulting in
an increase in time and the gap among these algorithms

also increases. Besides, the result of OMEACS does not
superior to the proposed algorithm GATA. That’s the why the
problem scale is set to 200 instead of increasing. Compared
with the proposed GATA, GA has a faster execution time due
to the lack of the tabu search process. Compared with GA,
SA algorithm has no selection and crossover operation, and
the search process of SA can be regarded as a simplification
of tabu search, that is, searching neighbors of the initial indi-
vidual and accepting the suboptimal solution with a certain
probability.

FIGURE 5. The number of optimal solution.

Figure 5 shows the number of each algorithm obtaining
the optimal solution in 20 experiments. When deploying a
large number of VMs in a data center, providers are often con-
cerned with the reliability of the placement scheme. As can be
seen fromFigure 5 that GATAhas themost optimal number of
solutions in the 20 experiments which also proves that it can
always give the optimal solution for different problem sizes.
Although there is a certain probability that the optimal solu-
tion cannot be obtained in GATA, it is acceptable compared
with other algorithms. In addition, GA gets the least optimal
solution compared with the other three algorithms.

C. ANALYSIS OF GATA PARAMETERS
The GATA algorithm includes iteration number (iteration),
crossover rate (pc), mutation rate (pm), the number of chro-
mosomes (pop_size), chromosome length (n), the number
of tabu iteration (tsGen), the length of tabu table (tabuLen),
and neighbor size (neighborLen). In addition, the number of
active hosts is taken as the evaluation criteria.

For the parameters of the genetic algorithm, n depends
on the size of the problem, that is, how many VMs need
to be deployed. And iteration determines the final solution.
In a population, pop_size determines the diversity of genetic
algorithms. The greater the value is, the better the diversity
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of the population will be. But it will increase the amount of
calculation and reduce the operating efficiency. However, if
the value is too small, it will be more prone to premature
because of the decrease of genetic diversity. The investigation
begins with the parameter pop_size. The value of it varies
from 5 to 30 with a step length of 5. The problem scale is
10 × 10, 30 × 30 and 100 × 100. All the other parameters
remain the same as stated above.

FIGURE 6. Influence of the parameter in GATA on pop_size and iteration.

In Figure 6(a), regardless of the scale of the problem, when
pop_size increases to 8, the results are invariant. To reduce the
computational burden, this paper adopts the population size
of 20 in GATA.

The next parameter tested is iteration which is shown
in Figure 6(b). The value of it varies from 5 to 40 with a step
length of 5. All the other parameters remain the same as stated
above. The tendency of the curves is similar to the parameter
pop_size. In order to obtain the optimal solutionwith a greater
probability in different scales, this paper adopts the iteration
of 30 in GATA.

The crossover rate pc determines the frequency of newly
generated individuals, which is one of the key parameters
to ensure the diversity of the population. If pc is too small,
the generation of new individuals will slowly affect the diver-
sity of the population and the ability to inhibit premature will
be poor. However, the pc should not be too large, because the
excessive pc will make the genetic inheritance unstable and
good genes are more easily to be destroyed, making the per-
formance of the genetic algorithm similar to the performance
of random search algorithms. 0.8 is commonly used in most
literatures [23]. This value is also adopted in this paper.

Mutation is also a way of producing new individuals. The
small probability of mutation is not conducive to the genera-
tion of new individuals and has an impact on the diversity of
the population. However, too large pm will make the genetic
inheritance of the gene unstable. In the genetic algorithm,
mutation is a small probability event, and the effect of muta-
tion operator on the population should be far less than that
of crossover operator. It is generally recommended that the
value of variation probability is 0.2 which is also adopted in
this paper.

For the tabu search algorithm, the parameter tabuLen is dis-
cussed in the above. The investigation begins with the param-
eter neighborLen which represents the range of possible
searches. And it is directly related to the candidate solution.

If the value of it is too large, the computational memory and
time will increase. If the value of it is too small, the algorithm
will fall into the local optimum. The value of it varies from
5 to 25with a step length of 1. All the other parameters remain
the same as stated above.

FIGURE 7. Influence of the parameter in GATA on neighborLen and tsGen.

In Figure 7(a), it can be seen that in scale 10 × 10,
the number of active hosts is stable. In scale 50×50, after the
value of 15, the number of active hosts remains unchanged.
And in scale 100 × 100, after the value of 20, the number
of active hosts remains unchanged. Because the size of the
problem is increasing, too large neighborLenwill increase the
calculation time, this paper adopts the neighborLen of 20 in
GATA in order to obtain the optimal solution with a greater
probability in a short time.

Finally, parameter tsGen is discussed. Since tabu search
is embedded in the mutation operation, the number of tabu
iterations not only determines the quality of the solution after
the mutation operation, but also determines the execution
time of the algorithm. The value of it varies from 5 to 25 with
a step length of 1. All the other parameters remain the same
as stated above.

Figure 7(b) shows that the number of hosts is decreasing as
the number of tsGen increases. In scale 10× 10, the number
of active hosts remains stable. In scale 50×50, the number of
active hosts remains stable after the sixth generation. In scale
100 × 100, this value changes to 11. In order to shorten the
execution time, this paper adopts the tsGen of 15 in GATA so
as to be adaptive to larger scale.

VI. CONCLUSION
With the development of virtualization technology, how to
deploy VMs in the cloud computing environment based on
energy-aware has become a hot research topic. In this paper,
the VMP problem is regarded as a two-dimensional bin-
packing problem. And an energy-aware algorithm called
GATA is proposed which combines the genetic algorithm
and the tabu search algorithm. The objective is to decrease
the energy consumption of the data center while maximizing
the load balance of the data center. And the algorithm is
compared with some existed VMP algorithms. The experi-
mental results show that the GATA algorithm can achieve
a more energy-efficient and a more reasonable placement
scheme when compared with two heuristic algorithms and a
newly proposed ant colony algorithm in an acceptable time.
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Finally, the number of optimal solution of these algorithms
are discussed.
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